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Children should choose jobs that are similar to their parents’ job than to choose jobs that are very 

different from their parents’ jobs.  

There is no doubt that a job is the backbone of everybody’s life without that people would be deprived of a 

great foundation of an appropriate lifestyle either mentally or physically. However, whether people should 

choose their jobs according to their parents’ jobs or not has turned into a hectic phenomenon recently. 

Despite the popular belief about choosing children’s jobs completely different from their parents’ job, I 

wholeheartedly hold the belief that offspring should choose their careers according to their parents’ career in 

order to guarantee the highest possible level of success for them. In the following essay, I will try to shed 

more light on my vantage point by providing some conspicuous reasons and ample examples. 

To begin with, opting for jobs according to the parents’ jobs by children is, from an objective perspective, 

the promising opportunity and unique way to be more likely to become successful because of the same 

genetic fundaments. For one thing, when it comes to choosing an appropriate field either educationally or 

practically by children, common grounds either physically or intellectually between children and their 

parents should be taken into account in order to guarantee the highest possible level of the abilities for them. 

This fact (the offspring genetic similarities to their parents) makes them more vigorous and fully-potential to 

be more enthusiastic and much more confident in their life. For another, when children follow their 

parents’ footsteps to have an ideal job, it could be either explicitly or implicitly affected their profiting 

amount of EQ (emotional quite). Since they have risen in the same circumstances, same breeding ground, or 

same environment, they would be fortuned of the same amount of EQ or IQ portion which leads them to the 

same roots of their job opportunities. Furthermore, generally speaking, in order to be more successful and 

victorious in life road, a long bumpy road, there is no way but to use and take the previous lessons and faults 

of parents’ experiences which show children clearly how would they choose their steps aright. However, 

lucky us, the compass of merits of choosing jobs similar to parents by children is far beyond just 

genetic benefits. 

Another indispensable charm of electing the same type of parents’ job by offspring is the fact that there 

would be countless educational advantages on it because of the same abilities and essences among them. 

For one thing, there would be a great source of knowledge which dramatically affects positively on 

children’s job life. On the bright side, all the worthwhile learning could be used to be more skillful, and on 

the dark side, children can take lessons from the parents’ faults to be more stable and far from the possible 

failures. For another, children who have the same job situations by their parents, have already been 

equipped with very beneficial knowledge about this job. Therefore, children should course less distance to 

achieve success than other children in different situations with them. Furthermore, at this progressive day of 

the modern technological era, we are in the dawn of exchanging experiences through whole people thanks to 
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the presence of the internet and social media, and dusk of living lonely without earning any other’s 

experiences like primitive ones with no tools except fire! Furthermore, choosing the same career or job 

with a parent, not only does help offspring to keep their hand in the expert of their hired skill but also it can 

keep children far from being a disappointed person who has no ultimate goal like the jack of all trades, 

master of none people! 

Following the previous contents, there are numerous emotional benefits thanks to selecting the same career 

with our parents. For one thing, this action can have some influential effects on our behavior and self-

confidence which leads us dramatically to boost our abilities to touch the moon. From an objective 

perspective, children who choose their job according to their parents’ jobs have a remarkable amount of 

confidence and comfortable feeling. There is vivid independence feeling through them because of relying on 

their parents’ jobs. For another, in any critical circumstances, they would be sure to pass this jeopardize and 

deathblow state by the least amount of causalities. Furthermore, these kinds of gratification among the 

young population about the same job with their parents keep them to create one more alight generation to 

catch their specific brilliant horizons and would be much more conscious to establish their utopia in the long 

run. 

All things considered, not only does choose the same job with parents to help offspring to be more and 

more likely to succeed, but also children can learn many worthwhile and unique experiences which have 

already been ready for them, and also they can boost their ego to get more passionate benefits. Having 

enough amount of useful information, being more likely to win, and having enough amount of eagerness and 

passion have shaped by choosing jobs according to parents’ jobs by children. Thus I firmly contend that 

choosing the same kind of jobs with parents’ jobs by children could be considered as a “must” rather 

than an option. 

 


